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REPORT 
 

The webinar on Online Fraud awareness was organized by HDFC bank along with CBSE .Skill 

development wing was attended by the school principal Mrs Seema Sahay and HeadMistress Ms 

Vinita Sachdeva. 

The session addressed the Principals of CBSE schools all across India and emphasized the role of 

digital transactions in this digital era and the shortcomings /loopholes in the system and steps to 

awareness to minimize fraud in the system.  

Mr. Manish Aggarwal from HDFC spoke about having an evangelist from every family to save the 

family from fraudsters. He cited the example of Sita and how she being an intelligent woman was 

cheated by Ravana.  

Mr Tushar Dhar, Regional Manager ,HDFC set the context by saying that use of internet is vulnerable 

.Cyber security awareness is important which has led to initiation of Mooh band rakho campaign 

which had an outreach of 7.7 crore people . The video snippets were shown for awareness on all 

modes of social media . The bankers guided the attendees never to share banking credentials like 

OTP, CVV, UPI no. or never to open unknown links. This message was cascaded across in this 

campaign. 

CBSE authorities, Mr RP Singh , Joint Director , reiterated that this campaign of MOOH Band Rakho 

will be taken forward through Centre of Excellence of CBSE  and would be taken forward to teachers 

all across . 

Mr Shubhashish Gupta gave the vote of Thanks and spoke about a booklet/brochure being shared 

for the awareness and maximum outreach. 

 


